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PHALLICDROMES 

HOWARD RIC!-!LER 
Cote St. Luc, Quebec, Canada 
My friend and colleague Richard Lederer just published a delightful 
book called Nothing Risq ue, Nothing Gained (reviewed in November 1995 
Word Ways) that features virtually every form of ribald word play. 
Missing from this collection, however, are bawdy palindromes. Here in 
alphabetical order are some naughty palindromes I've dubbed Phallic­
drome s . 
Aha! Model tits titled "Omaha" 
Airy snide Lia's tits ailed in Syria 
Allen departed; a cadet raped Nella 
AI, ram pure dick cider up Marla 
A mock cock coma 
Aron undid nun Ora 
A slut nlXes sex in Tulsa 
A slut was I ere I saw Tulsa 
Bed a deb 
Dildo rod lid 
Dip suck cock cuspid 
Drat! Suck cock custard 
Eros s a w I was sore 
Gigolo gig 
Nag rod organ 
"Naomi' s tits!" I moan 
Natasha's boobs--ah, Satan! 
Norman ni.xes sex in 'Nam, Ron 
Oleg, Nadia laid Angelo 
Poon snoop 
Pudenda had Ned "up" 
Ramses mar 
Reno boner 
Sex at my gym taxes 
Sex indoor brood nixes 
Sore sex in a Toyota nixes Eros 
Sore sex indeed nixes Eros 
Strap red nude, revive red underparts 
Sun an anus 
Turgid sexes dig rut 
Yale lay 
96 was I ere I saw 69 
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